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Abstract: Microplastics are found in various environments with the increasing use of plastics world-
wide. Several methods have been developed for the sampling, extraction, purification, identification,
and quantification of microplastics in complex environmental matrices. This study intends to sum-
marize recent research trends on the subject. Large microplastic particles can be sorted manually
and identified through chemical analysis; however, sample preparation for small microplastic anal-
ysis is usually more difficult. Microplastics are identified by evaluating the physical and chemical
properties of plastic particles separated through extraction and washing steps from a mixture of
inorganic and organic particles. This identification has a high risk of producing false-positive and
false-negative results in the analysis of small microplastics. Currently, a combination of physical
(e.g., microscopy), chemical (e.g., spectroscopy), and thermal analyses is widely used. We aim to
summarize the best strategies for microplastic analysis by comparing the strengths and limitations of
each identification method.

Keywords: microplastics; separation; detection; microscopy; spectroscopy

1. Introduction

Plastics are resin products that are molded and processed by applying heat or pressure.
In general, they refer to synthetic resins which are easy to synthesize and have light but
complex properties. Additionally, it is possible to enhance their suitability for their purpose
of use through plastic-related chemicals (PRCs), such as whitening agents, plasticizers,
antioxidants, and surfactants, which are added during synthesis [1,2]. The usage of
plastic and the amount of plastic waste thrown away have rapidly increased because
it is easy to transform plastic into various shapes [1,3–5]. In particular, the amount of
plastic waste has recently risen due to the use of masks to prevent the spread of COVID-
19 [6]. Microplastics are also produced during the use of plastic products. The formation of
microplastics has also increased because they are also found in discarded waste [7].

Microplastics, synthetic organic polymers with a size of 5 mm or less, are classified
as primary and secondary microplastics. Primary microplastics are those made at the
appropriate size from the beginning for use as microplastics, such as those in face wash
and beads. Secondary microplastics form after larger pieces of plastic naturally decom-
pose due to UV light, waves, and wind or due to wear or waste while being used [5,8,9].
Once microplastics are introduced into the environment, they are difficult to remove. Plas-
tic undergoes degradation into micro sizes due to physical influences (e.g., wind or rain),
chemical influences (e.g., ultraviolet radiation from sunlight or corrosion), and through
biodegradation (e.g., microorganisms) mechanisms [10]. Moreover, it is distributed over
wide areas by waves and wind because it is light. Microplastics are ubiquitous from near
shore areas to the middle of the sea, from sea level to the bottom, and from the subtropical
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seas to the poles [11,12]. It has been reported that plankton, which lie on the lowest tropic
level in the marine ecosystem, ingest microplastics as food. Plankton are then eaten by
predators higher up the food chain. It was confirmed that microplastics were also accumu-
lated in plants, water, and honey [13,14]. As such, microplastics accumulated from lower
tropic levels eventually accumulate in humans, the highest predator [15,16]. Since humans
consume both animals and plants, the amount of microplastics accumulating in the body
through food is increasing. The toxicity of microplastics accumulating in the body has
not yet been clearly reported. However, there are studies that show their tendency to
cause chronic inflammation; therefore, we believe that the toxicity of microplastics should
be evaluated after further research is conducted on this [17]. Ingested microplastics also
reduce in size through the digestive process [18]. In addition, heavy metals and organic
pollutants accumulate on the surface of microplastics and move together, increasing envi-
ronmental pollution [19].

Studies monitoring microplastics require reliable and comparable standardized sam-
pling and analysis methods [20,21]. Additionally, studies on the toxicity and body accumu-
lation of microplastics require appropriate methods for analyzing microplastics qualita-
tively and quantitatively. However, analytical methods for microplastics are currently in
the development stage, and a standardized method has not yet been determined [22].

The procedure for analyzing microplastics from environmental samples consists
of extraction, separation, identification, and quantification [23]. It is generally possible
to classify large microplastics in size range of 1–5 mm with the naked eye. However,
studying the wide size range of microplastics and their harmful biological effects requires
quantification to the smallest possible size, including nanoscale plastics. In addition, it is
difficult to organize analysis results through characteristics, such as size, shape, color,
and polymer type, because microplastics are produced from various types of plastics
synthesized for each purpose. This review focuses on summarizing the technologies
developed and currently used for the sampling, extraction, purification, and detection
of microplastics in real environmental samples and anticipating the direction of future
technologies (Figure 1, Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of technically analyzing results.

Analysis Definition Advantage Disadvantage References

Microscopy

Analyze substances using a
microscope. Optical

microscopes to electron
microscopes such as SEM
and TEM are widely used.

Able to directly observe
the surface

Simple sample
preparation

Takes the longest time
to determine

Depending on the
researcher, the result
judgment may vary,

resulting in low accuracy

[24,25]

Spectroscopy
Analyze the surface of a

material using
optical technology

Multiple samples can
be analyzed at once,

and the method
preserves the sample
Existing data library

can be used for analysis

Difficult to discriminate
large amounts of samples

Takes a long time
to identify

[26,27]

Thermal analysis

Analysis using heat based
on the unique physical and

chemical properties of
each substance

A large number of
samples can be

identified at once
Existing data library

can be used for analysis

Samples are
not preserved

Quantitative analysis of
each sample is

not possible

[28,29]

Emerging Technology

Analyze using a new
technology that is

attracting attention instead
of the previously described

analysis methods

Development in the
direction of

complementing the
shortcomings of

existing technologies

Less data
accumulated than

existing technologies
[30,31]
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Figure 1. Four major approaches to analyze microplastics in the environment. Microscopic observation allows the size, 
shape, and chemical composition of target microplastics to be directly probed. Thermal and spectroscopic analyses allow 
researchers to understand target plastics’ chemical and physical signatures. Emerging technologies, including a simple 
dye staining method, help to expedite the simultaneous, high-throughput capture of microplastics without using expen-
sive analytical instruments. In Figure, photographs (d1, e1, f1), Nile Red staining (d2, e2, f2) and the analysis process by 
Image J program can be checked. Reprinted with permission from the reference [32–35]. Copyright 2018, 2019, 2020 Amer-
ican Chemical Society. Additionally, copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons. 

Figure 1. Four major approaches to analyze microplastics in the environment. Microscopic observation allows the size,
shape, and chemical composition of target microplastics to be directly probed. Thermal and spectroscopic analyses allow
researchers to understand target plastics’ chemical and physical signatures. Emerging technologies, including a simple dye
staining method, help to expedite the simultaneous, high-throughput capture of microplastics without using expensive
analytical instruments. In Figure, dunes (a), foreshore (b), photographs (d1, e1, f1), Nile Red staining (d2, e2, f2) and the
analysis process by Image J program (d3, e3, f3) can be checked. Reprinted with permission from the reference [32–35].
Copyright 2018, 2019, 2020 American Chemical Society. Additionally, copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons.

Methods for identifying plastics using various techniques such as microscopy, spec-
troscopy and thermal analysis have been continuously developed (Figure 1, Table 1).
Each technology has different characteristics as well as advantages/disadvantages. Mi-
croscopy enables the most intuitive identification of results through visual confirmation.
Sample preparation is simple but time consuming, and is less accurate than other meth-
ods [24,25]. Spectroscopy uses optical principles to analyze the surface of a sample. Multi-
ple samples can be identified at once, and data libraries for each material that have been
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previously accumulated can be used for analysis. In addition, the sample is preserved
after analysis, and quantitative analysis such as oxidation of each particle is possible [26].
However, compared to thermal analysis, it is difficult to identify a large number of samples
at once [33]. Thermal analysis has the advantage of being able to discriminate larger
amounts of samples than the aforementioned microscopy and spectroscopy [28]. However,
since the sample is melted using heat, it is not preserved; only qualitative identification is
possible and quantitative analysis for each plastic particle is difficult [36]. In other methods
using optical principles, organic matter or heavy metals are attached to particle surfaces in
samples taken from nature; this may make it difficult to confirm results [36]. In addition,
the surface may be affected by pH after being digested in vivo, which may affect the anal-
ysis of results such as FTIR. After dissolving the sample, it is distinguished through the
peak for each molecule, and so the influence of this part is relatively small [37]. In order to
compensate for the shortcomings of each technology and to use only their advantages for
analysis, several technologies are sometimes used in combination. The TGA-FTIR-GC-MS
described above is a representative example [38].

Among the various analysis methods, an appropriate analysis method should be
selected considering the information that needs to be obtained from samples the priority of
each type of data.

2. Microscopy Analyses
2.1. Microscopy

Light microscopy is widely used to identify microplastics in the range of several
hundred micrometers. Microplastics generally have no luster and are identified based
on physical reaction properties, such as specific elasticity or hardness [24]. Furthermore,
microplastics usually take the form of fibers, fragments, and beads in the environment [39].
About 70% of microplastic samples are transparent [40]. Colored plastics to which dye
is added during synthesis can be easily identified with an optical microscope [41]. It is
difficult to characterize plastic particles in the size range below 100 µm that are colorless or
non-obvious in shape. Furthermore, the poor separation of sample particles can interfere
with the microscopic identification of microplastics. In addition, sediments and biological
materials that are not completely removed by chemical decomposition make it difficult to
observe microplastics under a microscope. Previous studies have shown that the rate of
microscopic misidentification of plastic-like particles is more than about 20% and more
than 70% for transparent particles. Synthetic and natural fibers constitute similar particles
with interfering factors, making it difficult to distinguish them under a microscope alone.
“Destructive tests” have been conducted to identify particles, but cotton fibers are often
misidentified as plastic. Studies have used a method to identify such particles to compen-
sate for this; particles are put in contact with a heated needle, and the plastic particles melt
under such treatment [42,43].

In the plastic synthesis and textile industries, whitening agents are the most used
plastic additives. Since whitening agents generally have fluorescence, the detection of
plastics can be performed through a fluorescence microscope. However, whitening agents
are also added to paper. Detection errors may still occur because there are substances with
a characteristic of self-fluorescence among minerals [41].

2.2. Electron Microscopy—SEM/TEM

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can provide very sharp, high-magnification
images even for very small particles, such as nanoplastics [44]. The texture of the par-
ticle surface, which can be confirmed through high-resolution images, makes it easy to
distinguish between organic particles and microplastics [45]. Transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) is also used for the identification of microplastics. Visual identification of
microplastics through TEM may vary depending on the user; nonetheless, errors can be
reduced by cross-validating results from multiple users through a well-established protocol.
Further analysis using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) provides the elemental
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composition of the object in question. Additionally, components of additives, such as Al,
Ca, Mg, Na, and Si, or antioxidants in microplastics are captured as markers and used
for identification using EDS [25,32]. Determining the surface elemental composition of a
particle can be useful for identifying carbon-rich plastics from inorganic particles [39,46].
However, SEM and TEM limit the number of samples that can be processed because the
equipment is expensive, and sample preparation and inspection require significant time
and effort.

2.3. Polarizing Microscopy

Polarized light microscopy has been successfully used to identify polyethylene (PE)
particles in toxicity experiments [47]. The crystal structure within the plastic can affect
the transmission of polarized light that can be measured [48]. The degree of crystallinity
depends on the type of polymer; it varies even within the same polymer depending on the
manufacturing process. However, microplastic samples must be thin to allow sufficient po-
larized light to pass through. This method cannot be used for opaque microplastic samples.

3. Spectroscopy Analyses
3.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy provides information about the specific
chemical bonding of particles. Carbon-based polymers can be easily identified using
this method. The chemical structure of plastics with different bonding configurations
creates a unique spectrum that distinguishes them from other organic and inorganic
particles [3,49]. Furthermore, plastics can be identified through well-established polymer
spectral libraries [50,51]. Using infrared (IR) spectra to organize information for each
plastic prevents the false-positive quantification of non-plastic particles and reduces the
chance of overlooking plastic particles without a specific color or texture. Additionally,
identification using FTIR reveals the polymer composition, which can provide clues to the
origin and mechanism of occurrence of the sample [52]. The composition of oxygen bonds
(e.g., carbonyl groups) in the IR spectrum can also provide information on the oxidation
state of microplastics [26,53].

Microplastics are easier to identify using micro-FTIR, which has both features, which to-
gether allow the microscopic observation of microscopically sized plastic-like particles
prior to spectroscopic confirmation on a single platform [24]. Moreover, transmittance,
reflectance, and attenuated total reflectance (ATR) modes can be used in the FTIR analysis
of microplastics [42]. The reflectance and ATR modes do not require sample prepara-
tion steps for thick and opaque microplastics, unlike the transmission mode. In addition,
the ATR mode can generate stable spectra on irregular microplastic surfaces. Theoretically,
it is possible to detect microplastics as small as the diameter of the ATR probe’s IR beam
aperture (e.g., 10 µm). Currently, micro-ATR–FTIR is useful for identifying microplastics in
environmental samples, complementing the two functions of microscopic identification
of plastic-like particles and spectroscopy of subsequent chemical identification [24]. How-
ever, it is generally difficult to obtain a clear spectrum that can be accurately identified
for microplastics of size less than 50 µm. Additionally, the pressure generated by the
ATR probe can damage fragile microplastics because ATR–FTIR measurement is a form
of surface contact analysis [37]. Small plastic particles can be difficult to detect due to
adhesion to or electrostatic interactions with the probe tip. Moreover, the ATR mode takes
a long time to identify each particle separately. Micro-FTIR instruments are expensive,
and using ATR probes to identify individual plastic-like particle is time consuming. Mi-
croplastics in environmental samples are usually weathered, often have complex chemical
structures, and sometimes exist as composite materials. Therefore, skilled operators must
obtain a clear spectrum and interpret it accurately. Moreover, when using a library, it is
recommended to register the spectrum of surfactants, such as sodium stearate and sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which can be confused with plastic, in the FTIR library together to
reduce the probability of false positives [33]. Pretreating the sample to purify it may be
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required to use FTIR, because there are many reports indicating that heavy metals and
microorganisms are adsorbed on the surface of plastics [51,54,55].

It is possible to simultaneously acquire FTIR spectra for multiple microplastics in
multiple pixel arrays besides general FTIR when using a focal plane array (FPA) detec-
tor [56,57]. Independent IR spectra can be obtained for each pixel, which can be used to
distinguish small microplastic fibers and fragments [55,58].

The FPA detector takes a long time and utilizes the library, but errors may occur
because there are not enough library data [59]. Additionally, further research is needed
because PRCs, such as plasticizers, antioxidants, ink components, and adhesive from labels,
can affect the FTIR results [60].

3.2. Raman Spectroscopy

In Raman spectroscopy, when an object is irradiated with a laser beam, a unique
spectrum for each polymer is generated because the frequency of the backscattered light
varies depending on the molecular structure and atoms present in the target. Moreover,
Raman spectroscopy identifies plastics and provides a polymer composition profile for
each sample, similar to FTIR [33]. It can be used to interpret the obtained results through
data libraries and algorithms [61]. Raman spectroscopy is similar to the FTIR method
in terms of the combination of non-destructive chemical analysis and microscopy [27].
Microplastics as small as a few micrometers in size can be identified because of the smaller
diameter of the laser beam in Raman spectroscopy than FTIR. Non-contact analysis with
Raman spectroscopy offers the advantage of preserving the microplastic sample before and
after analysis for possible further analysis. However, the differences in the responses and
spectra of microplastics between FTIR and Raman spectroscopy may make it more difficult
to interpret the results of each method in identifying complex microplastics. It is difficult
to identify the target polymer type using Raman spectroscopy because the Raman signal is
sensitive to additives and pigment chemicals in microplastics [36]. In addition, errors may
occur due to the surface curvature of worn microplastics. It also has similar disadvantages
to FTIR: it has a high price and requires expertise for analysis.

In micro-Raman spectroscopy, the identification of material differences is possible
only for materials for which an appropriate Raman reference spectrum is provided in
the database, and the possibility of confusion between materials has been input in ad-
vance. PE is a substance that can be confused with sodium stearate or SDS; it may be
difficult to identify the target microplastic, and so the possibility of false positives should
be considered [33].

4. Thermal Analyses

Thermal analysis techniques, which measure changes in the physical and chemical
properties of polymers with thermal stability, have been tested recently to identify mi-
croplastics. These techniques are based on the identification of polymers in the degradation
products of the sample.

4.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a useful method to study thermal proper-
ties. It shows the changes in dissolution, crystallization, transition temperatures, and cor-
responding enthalpy and entropy to confirm the physical properties of polymers [62].
Since each plastic product has different properties in DSC, it can be used to identify
polymer types [28]. However, there are limitations due to overlapping peaks when DSC
identifies microplastics with similar melting points [63]. It can only be used to identify
certain primary microplastics, such as PE and PP [64].

4.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis

Another thermal analysis method is thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). This method
confirms the qualitative and quantitative information of the sample by observing the depen-
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dence on time and temperature by measuring the weight loss of the sample while it is heated
at a specific rate under preset atmospheric and temperature conditions [65]. Previous stud-
ies combined TGA and DSC for the analysis of microplastics in wastewater. However,
only PE and polypropylene (PP) were clearly identifiable in these studies. Polyvinyl chlo-
ride (PVC), polyamide (PA), and polyester (PES) were not identified. When overlapping
phase transition signals occur, such as those of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and
polyurethane (PU), it is difficult to distinguish them [66,67].

4.3. Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry

Pyrolysis-gas chromatography mass spectrometry (Py-GC-MS) is another method
for analyzing pyrolyzed gases in polymers [34]. A pyrogram obtained from a sample
can be compared to the results of a known polymer standard to determine whether it is
plastic. Relatively few plastic (particle) samples (e.g., 0.35–7 mg) are pyrolyzed at a higher
temperature than those used in TGA (e.g., 700 ◦C); they are then separated and analyzed
using GC-MS [43]. Bulk analysis of sediment and suspended solid particles indicates the
presence of PVC, PS, polyvinyl acetate (PVA), poly(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) (ABS),
and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR). However, this method can only identify polystyrene
(PS) derivatives, not all microplastics. Further studies are needed to define molecular
markers for other types of plastics [25].

4.4. Complementary Use of Thermal Methods

Thermal analysis provides an alternative to spectroscopy for the chemical identifica-
tion of specific polymer types. However, subsequent analysis of microplastic samples is
impossible because thermal analysis is a destructive method. The strengths of each method
are gathered, and several analysis instruments are used in combination to compensate for
each of their shortcomings. Bulk samples can be analyzed by thermal analysis combined
with GC-MS to provide total microplastic concentration data by weight [64]. TGA-FTIR-
GC-MS monitors microplastics in real time and enables both qualitative and quantitative
analyses, unlike the existing TGA-FTIR that monitors in real time and only allows qualita-
tive analysis. In addition, thermal decomposition products can be precisely inspected by
adding a mass spectrometry step. This helps to overcome the limitations of TGA-FTIR in
terms of the polymer types that can be identified; consequently, various polymers (PE, PP,
PS, PVC) can be distinguished [29]. In TGA thermal extraction and desorption (TED)-GC-
MS, a sample can be qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed through TED-GC-MS after
TGA analysis is performed. This method can analyze the total microplastic content in large
samples, including microplastics of 5 µm or less, which are difficult to analyze with FTIR
or Raman spectroscopy. The extraction process can be optimized by changing the gas flow
and heating rate. This analytical method allows the pyrolysis products to enter the solid
phase adsorber, unlike py-GC-MS or TGA-FTIR-GC-MS, where the pyrolysis products
move through capillaries. The possibility of clogging the passage between the TGA and
the analyzer is minimized because it is first trapped and then separated and extracted [38].

The amount of sample that can be used for analysis is about 200 times that of a sample
used in general py-GC-MS. While TED-GC-MS can accommodate up to several tens of
milligrams, py-GC-MS is usually limited to a few milligrams [68]. However, information
regarding the number, size, and shape of microplastics in thermal analysis is not provided
with bulk analysis [69]. Nevertheless, it also has the advantage of being more useful
for the identification of smaller-sized microplastics and nanosized plastics because it is
independent of the size and shape of the microplastic. This method still requires much
more time and effort in instrument execution and data processing than FTIR and Raman
spectroscopy [70].

5. Emerging Technologies

Approaches produced through the development of new analytical instruments and
the combination of new detection technologies with existing instruments are expected to
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solve the current difficulties in microplastic identification. The limit in detectable size is
one of the challenges that needs to be addressed in microplastic analyses. The minimum
detectable size limit for current analytical methods is a few micrometers. Smaller plas-
tic particles induce greater toxic effects, increasing the need to determine the existence,
distribution, fate, and toxicity of nanoscale plastics. Therefore, sampling, extraction, purifi-
cation, and concentration techniques for nanoplastics should be developed along with new
identification methods.

5.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)-IR, AFM-Raman

AFM combined with IR or Raman spectroscopy is a potential candidate for the analysis
of nanoplastics. AFM can provide images with nanometer resolution, and AFM probes can
operate in both contact and non-contact modes with objects. Furthermore, IR or Raman
spectroscopy combined with AFM can reveal the chemical structure of the target plastic [71].
The thermal expansion of the sample due to IR absorption causes the AFM cantilever to
vibrate, such that the ring-down pattern is analyzed by Fourier transform to extract the
frequency and amplitude of the vibration [72]. Moreover, AFM-IR can simultaneously
obtain an image with a spatial resolution of 50–100 nm and the IR absorption spectrum of
the target. In previous studies, AFM and IR spectra of 100 nm PS beads were successfully
acquired. However, finding a single nanoscale plastic particle target to focus on with
AFM-IR in an unknown sample is difficult and time consuming.

One of the time-consuming analytical steps in conventional microplastic analysis
methods is the manual search for plastic particles. The time required for this process
depends on the efficiency of removing inorganic and organic particles in the separation and
purification steps in the pretreatment. Manual identification can miss hard-to-recognize
plastic particles, especially small, transparent particles. Automated FTIR/Raman mapping
or particle tracking using Raman spectroscopy can address these issues; however, it requires
expensive instruments that not all microplastics research laboratories can afford.

5.2. Nile Red Staining of Plastics

A simple staining method is an alternative to solving the problem of small and
transparent particles. Oil red EGN, Eosin B, Hostasol Yellow 3G, and Rose Bengal have
been tried, but their practical use is limited [73]. In comparison, Nile red (9-diethylamino-
5H-benzo [α] phenoxazine-5-one) is a useful fluorescent dye for selectively dyeing highly
hydrophobic microplastics. It is commonly used to stain biologically neutral lipids. Nile red
specifically binds to neutral lipids and shows strong fluorescence only in a hydrophobic
environment. Nile red staining has a short staining time (10–30 min) and high recovery
efficiency (up to 96%); furthermore, short washing with bleach is performed as required.
This is effective for identifying hidden microplastics and provides a useful step before
further spectroscopic analysis [30,35]. Spectral identification of the same particle can be
confirmed immediately after fluorescence microscopy by installing a fluorescence filter on
the FTIR microscope. The combination of fluorescence microscopy and FTIR confirmation
after Nile red staining can reduce the likelihood of missing microplastics in in situ sample
identification [74]. Moreover, it also reduces the time required to identify all plastic-like
particles compared to using spectroscopy alone [75].

One of the major limitations when applying Nile red staining to in situ samples
is the possibility of co-staining natural organic materials. Therefore, it is important to
remove natural lipids and organic matter from the sample prior to Nile red staining.
Removing organic matter in the pretreatment step takes a long time, and complete removal
is difficult. To overcome this, organic matter removal using H2O2 or a density separation
method using, for example, Fenton reagent or NaCl, has also been attempted; however,
its effectiveness is limited because plastics have various densities [57,76,77].
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5.3. Near IR Spectra Analysis Method

A microplastic analysis method using near IR (NIR) spectroscopy has also been tried.
FTIR analyzes the spectrum between 600 and 4000 cm−1, but NIR analyzes the spec-
trum over 4000–15,000 cm−1 [78]. NIR spectra are generally analyzed based on vibration
combinations of molecular vibrations of X-H, such as C-H, O-H, and N-H. Furthermore,
NIR analysis is not sensitive, and it is difficult to use it for quantitative analysis. However,
it can classify and analyze a large number of plastic samples within a short timeframe.
Therefore, it is a more desirable analysis method to use when determining the type rather
than the amount of a sample [79].

5.4. Vis-NIR Measurement

Vis-NIR spectroscopy measures the amount of light reflected from the surface of
the sample within the wavelength range of 350–2500 nm to determine the reflectance for
each wavelength. This analysis method can be used to quantify microplastics because it
relates to the chemical composition of the sample [80]. There is an open vis-NIR spectral
data library for various plastics commonly found in the environment, which can be used
to identify microplastics such as low-density polyethylene (LDPE), PET, and PVC [31].
However, organic particles can still be mistakenly identified as plastic because it is a visual
identification method; therefore, it is necessary to rely on human judgment.

5.5. Nano Thermal Analysis

Nano thermal analysis (nano-TA), a method of generating AFM images using nano-
TA probes, is a local thermal analysis technique combined with high spatial resolution.
Through this, an understanding of the thermal behavior of materials can be obtained with
a spatial resolution of less than 100 nm. In nano-TA analysis, the probe moves to a fixed
point on the sample surface when a point of interest is selected. The probe is very sensitive
to the stiffness (hardness) of the microplastic. The tip heats up at a constant rate over time
but stops heating when the sample surface reaches its glass transition temperature. It is
mainly used to study the nanoscale surface properties of microplastics and to measure the
glass transition temperature because the sample softens during phase inversion. Moreover,
it is a method by which the probe penetrates the sample [81].

Recently, a study on the effect of the characteristics of TiO2-dyed microplastics on the
aging process and the properties of microplastics affected by the advanced oxidation pro-
cess was conducted using nano-TA [72,81]. The nano-TA analysis of microplastics provides
information on the thermal properties of individual regions, such as glass temperature,
which is useful in understanding the chemical composition and physical state of each
region of microplastics.

Semi-crystalline polymers of polycaprolactone (PCL), LDPE, polyoxymethylene (POM),
PET, PS, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC), and the like, and the phase
transition temperature for amorphous polymers, have also been studied using the nano-TA
analysis method [82].

6. Perspectives and Outlook

Various combinations of microplastic analysis methods will help to identify microplas-
tics in complex environmental matrices. As the size of microplastics decreases, it takes
longer to identify them. However, there is an increasing need for sub-micron analysis to
assess the risks and impacts of microplastics to ecology and human health. As the demand
for microplastic contamination monitoring increases, it will be necessary to improve ex-
isting methods and develop new methodologies to reduce identification time and effort.
Moreover, it will also be important to develop reliable and practical identification methods
for detecting and quantifying nanoplastics in environmental samples. A fully or semi-
automated analysis method that can integrate image analysis-based methods to obtain the
physical properties (such as size and shape) of microplastics and chemical analysis to iden-
tify the plastic components should be developed in the future. Additionally, environmental
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pollution caused by synthetic cellulose fibers called viscose in Europe and rayon in the
USA is proceeding very similarly to microplastics [83,84]. Therefore, this should also be
considered when research on microplastics is in progress [85,86]. In order not to confuse
microplastics with materials that are similar, attention should also be paid to the features
that distinguish them. Additionally, research should continue to identify and isolate mi-
croplastics from environmental samples through the introduction and development of new
dyeing methods, nanotechnology, and analytical techniques.
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